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CASE STUDY
Two Trees Counseling



THE PAIN POINT
Two Trees Counseling received, on average, roughly 6 appointments 
per week, with little to no digital marketing. The client wanted to grow 
the presence of the business online, but had little knowledge of online 
marketing and had virtually no online visibility. 

Furthermore, the client had a limited monthly budget for digital marketing. Plus, they 
had worked previously with other digital marketing agencies and were disappointed 
and disillusioned.

THE CLIENT
Two Trees Counseling is a counseling service headquartered in Nashville, 
Tennessee that offers individual, marriage, couples’, and premarital 
counseling. The client had a website, but had no established presence 
online.

TWO TREES 
COUNSELING



THE GOAL
 Increase the number of weekly appointments.

THE SOLUTION

 Uptick Marketing worked with Two Trees to create a tailored digital marketing 
plan. Uptick found that a sizable number of potential customers were searching for 
counseling services online. This represented an opportunity for Two Trees to gain more 
prospects by becoming more visible on the Internet, namely through searches.

1. Local Optimization – taking control of how Two Trees Counseling appeared in online
listings and directories and ensuring the business was listed correctly in as many places 
as possible online.

2. Google AdWords – placing text-based ads featuring Two Trees that appeared 
whenever potential customers searched on Google for counseling services in Nashville

3. Ad Re-targeting – showing ads across the Internet to attract customers who 
had already visited the Two Trees website, with the goal of bringing them back and 
converting them

THE RESULTS
After working with Uptick Marketing for six months, 
Two Trees Counseling achieved its goal of increasing its 
appointments

Two Trees saw its appointments increase from an average of 6 per week to 18 per week 
– an increase of 200 percent. In one month, through Uptick’s work, Two Trees received 
57 clicks and 2,120 impressions through the Google AdWords campaign, with a click-
through rate of 2.69%. For comparison, Google rates a 1% click-through rate as being 
“extremely good”, which means Two Trees’ campaign enjoyed elite results. This rapid and 
dramatic increase in business led to Two Trees renewing its contract with Uptick.



“I have worked with three other 
digital marketing firms in the 
past, and these guys are 10 steps 
better than all the previous ones 
combined. They follow up with 
me, answer my questions, are
proactive in determining my 
needs, and most importantly, 
treat me and my business with 
care and personal attention. My 
business has grown exponentially 
since working with them!

-Chris Roberts, Owner, Two Trees Counseling

“

”

Bottom Line: Uptick tripled the number of 
appointments for Two Trees Counseling on a limited 
monthly budget.


